


















The lived experience of the patient who consolidated chronic heart failure 
for COPD：Interpretation focused on the coordination of activities
Abstract
 This phenomenological study aims to describe how a pulmonary emphysema patient 
with chronic heart failure coordinates activities in daily life and gives meaning to the 
experience of these illnesses while having symptoms that change depending on the activities 
one engages in. I interviewed one pulmonary emphysema patient with chronic heart failure 
(Patient A) who visits the hospital on an outpatient basis. Then, using Heidegger’s 
phenomenological ontology as a theoretical premise, I interpreted the narrative of Patient A 
using Benner's method of interpretative phenomenology. This showed that Patient A 
coordinates activities using the following methods: {decide upon a range for daily life so that 
one can engage in activities within a range that suits one's physical strength} {understand 
complicated symptoms as physical strength} {maintain the lifestyle one is used to} {do not 
move in ways that are tiring} {try things out as to maintain one's physical strength}. 
Patient A experienced two diseases as changes in physical strength. Understanding their 
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